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Abstract

The high computation, memory, and power budgets of

inferring convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are ma-

jor bottlenecks of model deployment to edge computing

platforms, e.g., mobile devices and IoT. Moreover, train-

ing CNNs is time and energy-intensive even on high-grade

servers. Convolution layers and fully connected layers, be-

cause of their intense use of multiplications, are the domi-

nant contributor to this computation budget.

We propose to alleviate this problem by introducing two

new operations: convolutional shifts and fully-connected

shifts which replace multiplications with bitwise shift and

sign flipping during both training and inference. During

inference, both approaches require only 5 bits (or less)

to represent the weights. This family of neural network

architectures (that use convolutional shifts and fully con-

nected shifts) is referred to as DeepShift models. We pro-

pose two methods to train DeepShift models: DeepShift-Q

which trains regular weights constrained to powers of 2,

and DeepShift-PS that trains the values of the shifts and

sign flips directly.

Very close accuracy, and in some cases higher accu-

racy, to baselines are achieved. Converting pre-trained 32-

bit floating-point baseline models of ResNet18, ResNet50,

VGG16, and GoogleNet to DeepShift and training them for

15 to 30 epochs, resulted in Top-1/Top-5 accuracies higher

than that of the original model. Last but not least, we

implemented the convolutional shifts and fully connected

shift GPU kernels and showed a reduction in latency time

of 25% when inferring ResNet18 compared to unoptimized

multiplication-based GPU kernels. The code can be found

at https://github.com/mostafaelhoushi/DeepShift.

1. Introduction

Reducing the energy consumption, time latency, and

memory requirements of deep neural networks for both in-

ference and training are two requirements researchers are

trying to achieve. For inference, deep neural networks are

increasingly being targeted for mobile and IoT applications.

Devices at the edge have a lower power and price budget as

well as constrained memory size. Moreover, the amount

of communication between different levels of memory in

computing platforms also has a major role in the power re-

quirements of a CNN. If communication between device

and cloud becomes necessary (e.g. in case of model updates

etc), model size could affect the connectivity costs. There-

fore, for mobile / IoT inference applications, model opti-

mization, size reduction, faster inference, and lower power

consumption are key areas of research.

For training, the energy required to train an average deep

learning model on GPU servers is equivalent to using fos-

sil fuel releasing around 78,000 pounds of carbon, which is

more than half of a car’s output during its lifetime [34]. Ac-

cording to a report by OpenAI [1], the computation power

required to train the largest neural network models doubles

every 3.4 months, with an increase of 300,000× since 2012.

Moreover, training on edge devices, e.g., in limited scenar-

ios (including online learning, model adaptation, one/few-

shot learning), is a growing field [7, 37]. Therefore, for

both cloud/server and edge / mobile applications, reducing

energy and time consumption of training is required.

Several approaches are being considered to address those

needs and as such these efforts can be divided into a few

categories. One approach is to design efficient models from

the ground up resulting in novel network architectures that

are more efficient to train and infer [17]. However, that

proves to be a task requiring a lot of training resources to

explore multiple variants of architectures to find the best fit.

Another approach is to start with a big model initially and

prune it [10, 8, 22, 26, 23]. Although pruning increases the

efficiency for inference, it does not increase the efficiency of

training as it requires training larger models from the start.

Another large category of techniques to accelerate inference

and/or training is quantization, which this paper falls under.

In such quantization techniques, the parameters of a

model are converted from high-precision 32-bit floating-

point representation to lower-precision smaller bit-width

floating-point representations, such as 16-bits [28] or 8-bits
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[35, 18], fixed-point representations [12], or other repre-

sentations with bit-widths that can range from 5-bits to 2-

bits [24, 40] and 1-bit [16]. Some quantization techniques

start with a full-precision pre-trained model (hence accel-

erating inference only)[24] while others train from mod-

els from scratch and hence accelerating both inference and

training [21]. Key attractions of these techniques are that

they can be easily applied to various kinds of networks and

they not only reduce the model size but also require less

complex compute units on the underlying hardware. This

results in a smaller model footprint, less working memory

(and cache), faster computation on supporting platforms,

and lower power consumption. Moreover, some quantiza-

tion techniques replace multiplication with cheaper opera-

tions such as binary XNOR operations [24, 16, 27] or bit-

wise shifts [39]. Binary XNOR techniques have high ac-

curacy on small datasets such as MNIST or CIFAR10, but

they suffer high degradation on complex datasets such as

Imagenet [31]. On the other hand, bit-wise shift techniques

have proven to show a minimal drop in accuracy on Ima-

genet [39].

This paper presents an approach to reduce computa-

tion and power requirements of CNNs by replacing regu-

lar multiplication-based convolution and linear operations,

also known as a fully-connected layer or matrix multiplica-

tion, with bitwise-shift-based convolution and linear oper-

ations respectively. Applying bitwise shift operation on an

element is mathematically equivalent to multiplying it by

a power of 2. We compare our work with one similar ap-

proach that replaces multiplications with bitwise shift and

sign flips: Incremental Network Quantization (INQ) [39],

and another approach that replaces multiplications with sign

flips only: Accurate Binary Convolution (ABC). We pro-

pose two approaches: DeepShift-Q and DeepShift-PS. Both

our DeepShift approaches are based on training the shift

values (i.e. the powers of 2) and sign flips either indirectly

or directly, while INQ is based on rounding 32-bit floating-

point weights to powers of 2. To the best of our knowledge,

this paper is the first to propose training the shift values di-

rectly, which is the main novelty of the paper. Moreover,

INQ requires starting from a pre-trained model (hence can

only accelerate inference) while both of our DeepShift pro-

posed approaches can accelerate both inference and train-

ing.

This paper makes the following contributions:

• We introduce two different methods to train DeepShift

networks, neural networks with powers of 2 weights:

each method trains the powers of 2 at run-time, and

when computing the parameters’ gradients at train-

time (see Section 3).

• We develop bitwise-shift-based matrix multiplication

and convolution GPU kernels that are able to run the

DeepShift ResNet18 architecture with 25% faster in-

ference times than the baseline ResNet18 model with

an unoptimized GPU kernel

2. Related Work

[39] proposed Incremental Network Quantization (INQ)

to quantize pre-trained full-precision DNNs with weights

constrained to zeros and powers of two. It replaces multi-

plications in convolutions with bitwise shifts and sign-flips

but during inference only and not training. Hence, it can-

not be used to reduce the energy consumption of on-device

training (e.g., for transfer learning or zero-/one- shot train-

ing) nor on the cloud. INQ’s approach involves iteratively

partitioning the weights into two sets, one of which is quan-

tized while the other is retrained to compensate for accuracy

degradation. After each iteration, a bigger portion of the

floating-point weights are converted to powers of 2, and the

remaining portion is trained again. INQ introduces a new

hyperparameter, the fraction of weights that are rounded to

powers of 2 at each iteration. The authors of INQ listed

the iterative steps they used for each CNN architecture, that

was obtained or tuned empirically. Unlike INQ, our method

does not introduce a new hyperparameter.

LogNN [30] is another method that converts weights as

well as activations to powers of 2. However, it requires

manual empirical tuning rather than training. The authors

of LogNN did present an algorithm to train weights and ac-

tivations in powers of 2, but it was only implemented on

pre-trained models on CIFAR10 dataset. Also, LogNN does

not convert the first layer, which may consume up to 20% of

the FLOPs in CNN architectures, to bitwise shifts, while our

approach converts all layers. Furthermore, the authors did

not explain how sign-flip of weights should be trained. The

authors of LogNN also presented a hardware implementa-

tion in [20]. LogQuant [4] and ShiftCNN [11] presented

methods to convert the weights of a pre-trained model to

powers of 2, such that no further training is needed and with

a minimal decrease in accuracy. ShiftCNN replaces each

multiplication with a group of 2 or 3 bitwise shifts, while

our approach replaces each multiplication with a single bit-

wise shift.

To the best of our knowledge, DeepShift is the first

method to train a model from scratch using powers of 2.

3. DeepShift Networks

As shown in Figure 1, the main concept of this paper is

to replace multiplication with bitwise shift and sign flip. If

the underlying binary representation of an input number, x

is in integer or fixed-point format, a bit-wise shift of p̃ bits,

where p̃ is an integer, to the left (or right) is mathematically

equivalent to multiplying by a positive (or negative power)
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1: (a) Multiply and Accumulate (MAC), which is the main operation in most neural networks, is replaced in DeepShift

with bitwise shift and addition/subtraction. (b) Weights of original linear operator vs. proposed shift linear operator. (c)

Weights of original convolution operator vs. proposed shift convolution operator

of 2:

2p̃x =











x << p̃ if p̃ > 0

x >> p̃ if p̃ < 0

x if p̃ = 0

such that p̃ ∈ Z (1)

For simplicity, we will use << p̃ to implicitly denote a left

shift if p̃ is positive and right shift if p̃ is negative.

Bitwise shift can only be equivalent to multiplying by a

positive number, because 2±p̃ > 0 for any real value of p̃.

However, in neural networks, it is necessary for the train-

ing to have the equivalent of multiplying by negative num-

bers in its search space, especially in convolutional neu-

ral networks where filters with both positive and negative

weights contribute to detecting edges. Therefore, we also

need to use the sign flip (a.k.a negation) operation. We use

a ternary sign operator, i.e., an operator that can either leave

its operand unchanged, replace it with 0, or changes the sign

of its operand. The sign flip operation can be represented

mathematically as:

flip(x, s̃) =











−x if s̃ = −1

0 if s̃ = 0

x if s̃ = +1

such that s̃ ∈ {−1, 0,+1}

(2)

Similar to bitwise shift, sign flip is a computationally cheap

operation too as it involves returning the 2’s complement of

a number.

We introduce novel operators, LinearShift and Con-

vShift, that, in the forward pass, replace multiplication with

bitwise shift and sign flip. Hence, the weight matrix, W ,

whether it is used for linear operation (i.e., Y = WX + b)

or convolution operation (i.e., Y = W ⊛ X + b), will be

replaced by elementwise product of the shift matrix P̃ and

sign matrix S̃.

W → flip(2P̃ , S̃) (3)

In the following sub-sections, we shall present two dif-

ferent methods to train the LinearShift and ConvShift opera-

tors of our DeepShift models: DeepShift-Q and DeepShift-

PS. Both approaches use Equation 3 for the forward pass

but differ in the backward pass and differ in how P̃ and S̃

are derived. Both approaches are summarized in Figure 2.

3.1. DeepShiftQ

In the DeepShift-Q approach, training is similar to the

regular training approach of linear or convolution opera-

tions with weight W , but in the forward pass and backward

pass the weight matrix is quantized to W̃q by rounding it to

the nearest power of 2:

S = sign(W )

S̃ = S
(4)

P = log2(abs(W ))

P̃ = round(P )
(5)

W̃q = flip(2P̃ , S̃) (6)

Hence, the forward pass for our LinearShift operator will

be Y = W̃qX = flip(2P̃ , S̃)X and for our ConvShift oper-

ator will be Y = W̃q ⊛X + b = flip(2P̃ , S̃)⊛X + b.

The gradients of the backward pass can be expressed as:

∂C

∂X
=

∂C

∂Y

∂Y

∂X
=

∂C

∂Y
W̃q

∂C

∂W
=

∂C

∂Y

∂Y

∂W̃q

∂W̃q

∂W
=

∂C

∂Y
X

∂W̃q

∂W

∂C

∂b
=

∂C

∂Y

(7)

where ∂C
∂Y

is the output gradient to the operator (derivative

of the model loss (a.k.a cost function), C, with respect to the

operator output), ∂C
∂X

is the input gradient to the operator

(derivative of the model loss with respect to the operator

input)1, and ∂C
∂W

is the derivative of the model loss with

respect to the operator weights 2.

1We have simplified the expression of ∂C
∂X

in Equation 7. To be ex-

act, it is equivalent to ∂C
∂Y

W̃
T
q for LinearShift and W̃

rot180◦

q ⊛
∂C
∂Y

for

ConvShift.
2For LinearShift, ∂C

∂W
= X

T ∂C
∂Y

and for ConvShift ∂C
∂W

= X ⊛
∂C
∂Y
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(a) DeepShift-Q (b) DeepShift-PS

Figure 2: We present 2 algorithms to train bitwise shift & negation parameters of a model: (a) DeepShift-Q, (b) DeepShift-PS.

Since Wq is a rounded value of W , the differentiation
∂W̃q

∂W
is zero at all points except at the points where W is a

power of 2. This will result in W not being updated during

backpropagation, and hence no learning or updating of W .

We solve this issue by using a straight-through estimator

(STE) [38]:

∂W̃q

∂W
≅ 1 (8)

Hence, ∂C
∂W

is set to:

∂C

∂W
≅ X

∂Y

∂W̃q

(9)

Figure 2a summarizes the forward and backward passes

of DeepShift-Q.

3.2. DeepShiftPS

DeepShift-PS on the other hand directly uses the shift,

P , and sign flip, S, as the trainable parameters:

P̃ = round(P )

S̃ = sign(round(S))

W̃ps = flip(2P̃ , S̃)

(10)

Note the definition of sign flip operation, S̃, implies that

it is a ternary value rather than a binary parameter, as each

element in the matrix can take one of 3 values:

s̃ =











−1 if s ≤ −0.5

0 if − 0.5 < s < 0.5

+1 if s ≥ 0.5

(11)

where s is an element of matrix S and s̃ is an element of S̃.

The gradients of the backward pass can be expressed as:

∂C

∂X
=

∂C

∂Y

∂Y

∂X

=
∂C

∂Y
WT

ps

∂C

∂P
=

∂C

∂Y

∂Y

∂W̃ps

∂W̃ps

∂P̃

∂P̃

∂P

∂C

∂S
=

∂C

∂Y

∂Y

∂W̃ps

∂W̃ps

∂S̃

∂S̃

∂S

∂C

∂b
=

∂L

∂Y

(12)

We use the straight through estimators to express the

derivatives of the round function and the sign function:

∂round(x) ≅ ∂x , ∂sign(x) ≅ ∂x. Hence,
∂round(x)

∂x
≅

1 ,
∂sign(x)

∂x
≅ 1. However, for the flip function we

use a modified straight through estimator:
∂flip(x,s)

∂x
≅

flip(x, s) ,
∂flip(x,s)

∂s
≅ 1.

Based on that, we set ∂P̃
∂P

≅ 1 and ∂S̃
∂S

≅ 1. Hence,
∂W̃ps

∂S̃
is evaluated as:

∂W̃ps

∂S̃
=

∂flip(2P̃ , S̃)

∂S̃
≅ 1 (13)

and,
∂W̃ps

∂P̃
is evaluated as:

∂W̃ps

∂P̃
=

∂flip(2P̃ , S̃)

∂P̃
=

∂flip(2P̃ , S̃)

∂(2P̃ )

∂(2P̃ )

∂P̃

≅ flip(2P̃ , S̃)2P̃ ln2 = W̃psln2

(14)

Hence, the gradients of the weights with respect to loss

are set to:

∂C

∂P
≅

∂C

∂Y

∂Y

∂W̃ps

W̃psln2

∂C

∂S
≅

∂C

∂Y

∂Y

∂W̃ps

(15)
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Figure 2b summarizes the forward and backward passes

of DeepShift-PS.

4. Implementation

We implement the forward and backward passes of our

two custom ops, LinearShift and ConvShift, using PyTorch.

Similar to [16], we emulate the precision of an actual bit-

wise shift hardware implementation by rounding the input

and bias of both ops to 32-bit fixed-point format precision

(16-bit for integer part and 16-bit for fraction part) before

applying the forward pass.

To initialize the weights, we use Kaiming initialization

[14] for Wq in DeepShift-Q, and uniform random distribu-

tion to initialize P and S in DeepShift-PS.

In DeepShift-PS, L2 normalization has been slightly

modified to occur on WPS rather than on P on S, i.e. the

regularization term added is
∑

W 2
PS =

∑

2PS
2

rather

than
∑

P 2 +
∑

S2. This modification of L2 normalization

was necessary to avoid gradient descent from pushing shift

parameters, P , from values whose squares are large, like -

14 or -8, but are actually equivalent to multiplication with

small weights, 2−8 and 2−14, to values whose squares are

small like 0 or 1, but are actually equivalent to multiplying

with relatively large weight values, 1.0 or 0.5, respectively.

Since activations are represented as 32-bit fixed point ac-

tivations, the theoretical range of shift values that we need to

support are -31 to +31, and this requires log2(31− (−31)+
1) = log2(63) ≅ 6 bits to represent shift. However, we

noticed that shift values that result from training are rarely

positive (i.e., most of the time abs(WQ) < 1, hence P < 0
as P = log2(abs(round(WQ)))

3). Further testing that we

performed showed that high accuracy can be retained if we

constrain shift values to be between 0 and -14 or 0 and -15.

Therefore, we only need 4 bits to represent shift. Adding

the bit required for the sign flip operation, we need 5 bits

in total. During training, shift values that fell outside the

supported shift ranges were clipped. In some of the results

that we will explain in the upcoming sections, we have also

experimented with fewer bits to represent weight, i.e., con-

straint shift values to shorter ranges.

5. Benchmark Results

We have tested the training and inference results on

2 datasets: CIFAR10 [19], and Imagenet [6]. For each

dataset, we have tested a group of architectures. We have

explored various evaluations for the models:

1. Original Version: evaluating the original architecture

with standard convolution and linear operators,

2. DeepShift Versions:

3This expression holds for both WQ and WPS

(a) Train from Scratch: start with randomly ini-

tialized weights, convert all the convolution and

linear operators to their shift counterparts, and

train from scratch using either training method

Deepshift-Q or DeepShift-PS,

(b) Train from Pre-trained Baseline: start with

baseline model that is pretrained with 32-bits

floating points weights, convert all the convo-

lution and linear operators to their shift coun-

terparts, convert the weights (using Equations

4 and 5) and train using either training method

Deepshift-Q or DeepShift-PS.

We have noticed - in terms of validation accuracy results

- that the best optimizer for DeepShift-PS is Rectified Adam

(RAdam) [25] while the best optimizer for DeepShift-Q and

regular 32-bit floating-point training is stochastic gradient

descent (SGD).

5.1. CIFAR10 Data Set

ResNet18 [15] and MobileNetv2 [32] models were

trained from scratch on CIFAR10 using both DeepShift

methods. The models were trained with a momentum of 0.9

and weight decay of 1× 10−4. The loss criterion used was

categorical cross-entropy. The learning rate used to train

was 0.1 that decays by a factor of 0.1 at epochs 80, 120,

and 160, the number of epochs for training was 200, and

the batch size was 128.

For ResNet18, we have added an additional test of train-

ing the baseline (multiplication-based) 32-bit floating-point

weights using RAdam, to compare it with DeepShift-PS

that uses RAdam. This test was made to ensure that the

comparisons are fair and that the use of RAdam as an op-

timizer is not giving an unfair advantage to DeepShift-PS.

The best accuracy reached by the baseline ResNet18 model

with SGD was 94.45% and with RAdam was 94.06%.

For training starting with a pre-trained model, the learn-

ing rate was 1 × 10−3, decaying with a rate of 0.1 every 5

epochs, and the number of epochs was 15.

In order to compare with other multiplication-less mod-

els, we also trained VGG19-Small [33] from scratch to

compare with AdderNet [5], that replaces multiplications

with additions, and ShiftAddNet [13] that combined our

DeepShift-PS approach with AdderNet. In Table 1 we mark

AdderNet and ShiftAddNet with an asterisk to indicate that

the accuracies shown are based on the results from the au-

thors’ paper rather than being reproduced by us. In order

to make a fair comparison, the results shown are based on

using 32-bit fixed-point activations as reproduced by [13].

5.1.1 Lower Bit Widths

Table 2 shows the results for using fewer bits to represent

weights or activations. For 16-bit activations, we used a
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Table 1: CIFAR10 Accuracy Results

Model Method Train

from

Scratch

Train

from

Pre-

trained

ResNet18 Original 94.45% -

DeepShift-Q 94.42% 94.25%

DeepShift-PS 93.20% 94.12%

MobileNet Original 93.57% -

DeepShift-Q 93.63% 93.04%

DeepShift-PS 92.64% 92.78%

VGG19-Small Original 92% -

DeepShift-PS 91.57% N/A%

AdderNet* [5] 80% N/A%

ShiftAddNet* [13] 90% N/A%

fixed-point representation with 3-bits to represent the inte-

ger part, and 13-bits to represent the fraction part. Similarly

for 8-bit activations, we used 3-bits to represent the integer

part, and 13-bits to represent the fraction part. For train-

ing 8-bit or 16-bit activations from scratch, we changed the

initial learning rate to 0.001.

We can see that for 3-bits and 2-bits weights, training

from scratch obtained higher accuracy than training from a

pre-trained baseline. This is because, converting the pre-

trained weights to powers of 2 constrained to a short range,

caused many weight values to be clipped to the same value.

Hence the distribution of weights of a model that is ran-

domly initialized, i.e., training from scratch, is better than

weights of a pre-trained model clipped to small values [29].

On the other hand, DeepShift-Q outperforms DeepShift-

PS when training from scratch using 16-bit or 8-bit acti-

vations, while both are close to baseline accuracies when

trained from pre-trained weights.

5.2. Imagenet Data Set

We categorize methods in literature that accelerate neural

networks by replacing multiplications with cheaper opera-

tions or by quantization, into methods:

• that train from pre-trained baseline: INQ [39], ABC

[24], and

• that train from scratch, BWN [31], TWN [21].

In each of the following two sub-sections, we compare

DeepShift to each category. Results for various CNN ar-

chitectures for both categories are shown in Tables 3 and

4. Since different papers report different accuracies for full-

precision baselines, we either attempt to reproduce the re-

sults of a method or report the difference between the accu-

Table 2: ResNet18 CIFAR10 Accuracy Results for Lower

Bitwidths

Method W A Train from

Scratch

Train from

Pre-trained

Original 32 32 94.45% -

DeepShift-PS 5 32 93.20% 94.12%

5 16 85.54% 94.15%

5 8 86.28% 93.96%

4 32 94.12% 94.13%

3 32 92.85% 91.16%

2 32 92.80% 90.68%

DeepShift-Q 5 32 94.60% 94.43%

5 16 94.06% 93.70%

5 8 94.14% 93.65%

4 32 94.11% 94.38%

3 32 88.28% 92.04%

2 32 69.97% 89.96%

racy of the method and its corresponding baseline (method

names marked with asterisks).

5.2.1 Training from Pre-Trained Baseline

Table 3 compares DeepShift trained from a pre-trained

baseline to INQ and ABC methods. Column “W” shows

the number of bits to represent weights in each method.

The DeepShift models were trained with momentum of 0.9,

weight decay of 1× 10−4, the loss criterion categorical

cross-entropy, the initial learning rate was 0.001 that decays

by a factor of 0.1 every 5 epochs.

INQ [39] (Incremental Network Quantization) replaces

multiplications in convolutions with bitwise shifts and sign-

flips, but during inference only and not training. It also in-

troduces a hyperparameter, a list of portions per iteration

to round the weights to power of 2. This list of portions

is obtained in an empirical manner for each architecture.

DeepShift on the other hand does not introduce any hyper-

parameter. INQ was originally developed using Caffe, and

the pre-trained baselines reported were significantly lower

than what we have using PyTorch. Hence, to start with the

same baseline, we used the PyTorch implementation of INQ

[3] to report the accuracies in Table 3. In terms of accura-

cies, both INQ and DeepShift exceed or almost meet the

baseline accuracies of most architectures. For ResNet18,

we also compare using 4-bits to represent weights.

ABC [24] (Accurate Binary Convolution) neural net-

works replace multiplication with XNOR (i.e., sign flip) op-

eration. Comparing with the same number of bits, 5, for

weight representation, DeepShift obtains higher accuracy

than ABC.
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Table 3: Imagenet Accuracy Results: Training from Pre-trained Baseline. “W” refers to number of bits to represent weights.

Model Method W Top-1 Top-5

Accuracy Delta Accuracy Delta

ResNet18 Original 32 69.76% - 89.08% -

DeepShift-Q [Ours] 5 69.56% -0.20% 89.17% +0.09%

DeepShift-PS [Ours] 5 69.27% -0.49% 89.00% -0.08%

INQ [39] 5 69.36% -0.40% 89.09% +0.01%

ABC* [24] 5 68.30% -1.00% 87.90% -1.30%

DeepShift-Q [Ours] 4 69.56% -0.20% 89.14% +0.06%

DeepShift-PS [Ours] 4 69.02% -0.74% 88.73% -0.35%

INQ* [39] 4 68.88% +0.63% 89.01% +0.32%

ResNet50 Original 32 76.13% - 92.86% -

DeepShift-Q [Ours] 5 76.33% +0.22% 93.05% +0.19%

DeepShift-PS [Ours] 5 75.93% -0.20% 92.90% +0.04%

INQ [39] 5 75.01% -1.12% 92.45% -0.41%

GoogleNet Original 32 69.78% - 89.53% -

DeepShift-Q [Ours] 5 70.73% +0.95% 90.17% +0.64%

DeepShift-PS [Ours] 5 69.87% +0.09% 89.62% +0.09%

INQ [39] 5 71.25% +1.47% 90.33% +0.70%

VGG16 Original 32 71.59% - 90.38% -

DeepShift-Q [Ours] 5 71.56% -0.03% 90.48% +0.10%

DeepShift-PS [Ours] 5 71.39% -0.20% 90.33% -0.05%

INQ [39] 5 71.32% -0.27% 90.29% -0.09%

AlexNet Original 32 56.52% - 79.07% -

DeepShift-Q [Ours] 5 55.81% -0.71% 78.79% -0.28%

DeepShift-PS [Ours] 5 55.90% -0.62% 78.73% -0.34%

INQ [39] 5 56.13% -0.39% 78.83% -0.24%

5.2.2 Training from Scratch

Models were trained from scratch for 90 epochs, the learn-

ing rate used to train from scratch was 0.01 that decays by

a factor of 0.1 every 30 epochs. Training plots are shown in

Figure 3 and results are shown in Table 4.

For ResNet18, we compare the performance of

DeepShift that replaces multiplications with bitwise shifts

and sign flips, with BWN (Binary Weight Networks) &

TWN (Ternary Weight Networks) that replace multiplica-

tions with sign flips only.

6. Efficiency Analysis

Multiplication in integer or fixed-point format consists

of multiple bitwise shifts, ANDs, and additions. Floating

point (FP) multiplication consists of more steps such as

adding the exponents, & normalizing. In terms of CPU

cycles, taking a 32-bit Intel Atom instruction processor

as an example, integer and FP multiplication instruction

take 5 to 6 cycles, while bit-wise shift takes only 1 cycle

([9]). ([2]) shows for 16-bit architectures, average power,

and area of multipliers are at least 9.7×, and 1.45×,

respectively, of bitwise shifter: 22.05 nW to 54.83 nW vs

1.32 nW to 2.27 nW, and 8.7K to 29K transistor count vs

2K to 6K only. A common optimization in C++ compilers

is to detect an integer multiplication with a power of 2

and replace it with a bitwise shift. Our contribution is

enabling bitwise shifts in training neural networks while

achieving good accuracy. We emphasize that we replace

each multiplication with a single bitwise shift.

DeepShift also achieves model storage compression by

representing the weights with fewer bits. This reduces the

memory footprint of the model and increases energy savings

for transferring weights between different layers of mem-

ory of a GPU or CPU ([36]). That is needed in mobile

and IoT applications, where memory footprint is a primary

constraint. Energy savings is crucial for applications like

drones that fly on batteries, whether the computing platform

is a low-end CPU, GPU, or FPGA. Also, bitwise shift op-
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(a) ResNet50 Top-5 Accuracy (b) VGG16 Top-5 Accuracy

Figure 3: Imagenet training from scratch

Table 4: Imagenet Accuracy Results: Training from Scratch. “Compute” refers to the type of arithmetic instruction the

convolution and fully-connected layers are based on.

Model Method Compute Top-1 Top-5

Accuracy Delta Accuracy Delta

ResNet18 Original Multiply 69.76% - 89.08% -

DeepShift-Q [Ours] Shift & Sign Flip 65.32% -4.44% 86.30% -2.78%

DeepShift-PS [Ours] Shift & Sign Flip 65.34% -4.42% 86.05% -3.03%

BWN* [31] Sign Flip 60.80% -9.30% 83.00% -6.20%

TWN* [21] Sign Flip 61.80% -3.60% 84.20% -2.56%

ResNet50 Original Multiply 76.13% - 92.86% -

DeepShift-Q [Ours] Shift & Sign Flip 70.73% -5.56% 90.16% -2.70%

DeepShift-PS [Ours] Shift & Sign Flip 71.90% -4.23% 90.16% -2.70%

VGG16 Original Multiply 71.59% - 90.38% -

DeepShift-Q [Ours] Shift & Sign Flip 70.87% -0.71% 90.09% -0.29%

erators are a good candidate for in-memory computing re-

search [36], as they’re cheaper in size and energy to place

in or near memory than multiplication.

7. Future Work

Evaluating DeepShift on custom FPGA design, or ex-

tending CPU and GPU instruction sets with dedicated bit-

wise shift and negate instructions that operate on a vector

and/or compressed 5-bit representation is one direction to

explore. Also, we suggest training models from scratch

with both activations and weights represented as powers of

2, similar to [30] that did that for inference only. Moreover,

to speed up training, we suggest to try gradients represented

as 8-bit or 16-bit fixed points.
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